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Saturday, June 16. 2007

PSP Development Kit for Linux's users (Fedora Core)

Hi all,
Here is a tar ball of PSP Software Development Kit i've compiled on my Linux Fedora core 4 Destkop, and that i use for
my hombrews :
** UPDATE with gcc-410 **
pspdev-gcc410.tar.bz2
Of course if you want the latest version you have to check it out from the subversion server :
svn://svn.pspdev.org/psp/trunk
I Hope it can be usefull,
Zx.
Posted by zx-81 in SDK at 18:20
Hi..
Thanks for this..
As you know mine wasn't working...
It works nice on my Archlinux box (i686 optimized)
It should work on every i386 PC
XazZ
XazZ on Jun 16 2007, 23:24
Hi Xazz !
Good to see you here ,
Cheers,
Zx
zx-81 on Jun 16 2007, 23:45
That looks like a spiffy way to help people out in developing stuff.
VictorB on Jun 18 2007, 11:25
Thanks . The best would be a complete cygwin version, ready to use ...
Zx
zx-81 on Jun 18 2007, 12:56
I like much my psp. I am not a great programmer but I am going to try to help . I work into a project to convert the ps/2 common
keyboard to IR keyboard. Someone have info about the IR system? Thanks.
Nelson on Jun 28 2007, 21:31
have a look the ps2dev.org and libpspirkeyb source code
Zx
zx-81 on Jun 28 2007, 21:59
Wow, sweet. I'm working on setting up the toolchain on Ubuntu so I can hack around with some basic stuff. Just finished checking out
the trunk, so things should be interesting. Thanks!
Joe Smith on Oct 27 2007, 23:15
Thanks,
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Zx
zx-81 on Nov 13 2007, 19:25
How to install fedora 10?
CarLosS on Jun 22 2009, 20:23
You need not fedora to install psp sdk. If you are a window$ user then you might better use http://sourceforge.net/projects/minpspw/
Zx
zx-81 on Jun 23 2009, 08:14
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